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The Fed flinches…bullish for stocks?

Well, the Fed meeting and announcement has come 
and gone. All the drama is over. At the end of the day, 
Fed Chair, Janet Yellen, decided to leave interest rates 
unchanged for now, citing conditions abroad as one of 
the reasons for such a delay. If you have been reading 
our commentary you should not be surprised. In fact, 
last week we said the following:

“We believe the Federal Reserve raising interest rates 
off of zero is improbable in the September meeting. 
After all, the mission of reaching its dual mandate of full 
employment and 2% inflation has not yet been fulfilled.” 

We then went on to explain our rationale and the data 
that supported our position.  I should mention that only 
a short time ago 80% of economists polled believed 
the U.S. Federal Reserve would begin to raise interest 
rates in this weeks meeting.

Now many economists believe the Fed will move off 
zero in December, but I am not inclined to believe it. 

The Fed has tried to convince us that they are “data de-
pendent”. Maybe, but apparently it is not only the U.S. 
economic data the Fed is dependent upon.  The Fed 
has made it clear that “data dependency” is now about 
global data and signaled that it’s now more about China 
as well as Emerging Markets. 

The Fed Chair, Janet Yellen, spoke about equity prices, 
credit spreads and the dollar, which leads us to believe 
the Fed is more “market dependent” than domestic 
“data dependent”. They also seem to be moving the 
goal post. 

It has been nearly 10 years since the last Federal Re-
serve rate hike.  

For those wondering why the markets have been so 
skittish despite what was a renewed commitment for 
the Federal Reserve to remain accommodative, here 
are some things to consider:

1. Despite the Fed telling us that things with the U.S. 
economy are fine, the central bank cut its growth
forecasts and issued a tepid 2% GDP call for 2018.  
Therefore, this must reflect a consensus view that 
global growth conditions are not good at all, and not
expected to improve. 

2. The Fed also lowered its inflation forecasts – a 
sign that even it believes quantitative easing has not 
worked. An implicit forecast that central banks best     
efforts to generate inflation has failed. That is sad.  I 
hate to say we told you so, but…we told you so.

3. We have 13 FOMC officials still predicting a rate hike 
this year, with one lone official calling for a cut to below 
zero and three more calling for a neutral stance. The 
polarization breeds even more confusion and    
uncertainty regarding Fed policy.
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Market Analysis

The market has continued its zig-zag pattern.  For the past 10 weeks the market has alternated between a 
week of advances followed by a week of declines. Although the market has been alternating in an up-and-down 
fashion for some time, the market internals have been a concern. The last 10 weeks have seen volume 13% 
heavier on the down days suggesting more conviction by the sellers. Similarly, the number of declining stocks 
has outpaced advancing issues.  Additionally, there have been nearly 4 stocks setting new 52-week lows for 
every 1 stock setting a new high.

Below is a daily chart of the S&P 500. We still have a long-term bearish signal, marked by the 50-day moving 
average (MA) crossing below the 200-day MA. We have also seen a short-term ascending triangle. The
short-term signal is more constructive than what we have seen as of late; however, it is not that strong and it is 
“short-term”.  A downside violation of the lower support line would confirm the rally failure. 

Technical Bearish Confirmation?

While we may be seeing some “short-term” bullish signals, we are nearly in a technical confirmation of the 
long-term bearish trend. This is marked by the 20-week moving average crossing below the 50-week moving 
average as you can see in the chart below. 

The last time the S&P 500 had its 20-week moving average (MA) move below the 50-week MA was in 2011. 
At the time the two moving averages crossed, the S&P 500 traded at approximately 1236.  The index contin-
ued lower to the trend line established at the lows in 2009 to 1072.  The 20-week MA did move again above 
the 50-week MA but it took months, and not before the S&P 500 declined more than 13%.  So lets be careful 
out there.
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As we examine the macroeconomic data, equity fundamentals, and technical analysis, we note that we are 
mostly in the negative camp.  With the market decline in late August, and a recovery of about half of the decline 
in September, it is not as robust as one would expect from a healthy market.  Therefore, we would suggest
investors gradually lower equity levels for overinvested accounts.

Energy Sector: XLE
The S&P energy sector is still in a technical bearish decline (see chart below), and has been since last summer 
when the 50-day moving average crossed below the 200-day moving average confirming this bearish trend in 
October of 2014. In May, the XLE fell below the 20-day moving average. Since then, XLE has tested and failed 
to move above 20-day resistance level several time as you can see in the chart below. We have now seen a 
short-term improvement the price movement of XLE but want to see it hold above the 20-day. 



In the chart of XLE below you will notice that the sector has its multi-year trend line at approximately $86 (that 
was almost 26% higher than current levels). XLE has some support at the $57-$58 level.

We are not ready to add more energy stock exposure to our portfolio models at this time. We will keep you 
posted.

Oil:
It has been a bit of a year for crude oil ($WTIC). The break of support actually occurred in September 2014, 
and it is currently down 50%. In August we were down 60% from August 2014. Is going from 60% down to 
50% down an improvement?

We can see the huge volume piling into crude oil as it bounced out of the high $30 range. It looks dramatic. 
Could that be the final low? Let's look at a longer chart.                                                             continued on page 6



The drop from crude's 2014 high to crude oil's 2015 low so far has been 65%, and down 67% from the 2011 
high. From the all time high back in 2008 we are down 74.5%. In the oil price drop during the financial crisis, we 
were down 77.5% in less than 8 months. Why should the market care any differently this time? I've heard 
comments like "So it takes a few years to get back to the previous highs. Will that be any different than before?"

I must admit that I find it…I’ll say interesting when the S&P 500 went into the weekend of August 20th, 2015 
down about 5% that one of the well known talking heads said the Fed needed to get involved right away. When 
the price of oil drops 50% it doesn't matter, but if stocks drop 5% there must be something the Fed can do to 
tighten this up. Comparing that drop to this drop looks laughable. With the oil patch directly wiping out a quarter 
of a million jobs worldwide, and a massive number associated / related to the oil patch, this is a big deal.
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Sector Performance

Last week the S&P 500 was led by the Utilities, Consumer Staples, and Health Care sectors with total returns 
of 2.60%, 0.84%, and 0.76% respectively. The sectors that lagged were Materials, Financials, and Industrials 
with total returns of -1.63%, -1.51%, and -0.73% respectively.

Sector Total Returns for the week of September 14-18, 2015

Source: STA Wealth, S&P Capital IQ.

Source: STA Wealth, S&P Capital IQ.

In the chart below you will notice the sector performance for the 10 S&P 500 sectors. Take close notice of 
the dispersion in returns for the sectors. While you could invest in a S&P 500 index for your equity exposure, 
I believe that sector rotation can offer better risk adjusted returns over time.



Worth W. Wray

Mike and I had the opportunity to interview Worth Wray on the STA Money Hour.  Worth is the Chief 
economist with Evergreen GaveKal, and co-authored the best-selling book A Great Leap Forward?, 
with our friend John Mauldin.  

In the interview we discussed the recent Federal Reserve decision, the Chinese economy, and the 
future of the oil market and how it impacts investors. Check out where he sees the opportunities in 
energy. You can listen by going to the Commentary tab at www.stawealth.com. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email me at luke@stawealth.com. 

Have a great week,

Luke
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Disclaimer:
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve 
varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment 
strategy, or product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by STA Wealth 
Management, LLC), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will 
be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual 
situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the 
content may no longer be reflective of current opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion 
or information contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice 
from STA Wealth Management, LLC.  Please remember to contact STA Wealth Management, LLC, in writing, if there are 
any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising 
our previous recommendations and/or services.  STA Wealth Management, LLC is neither a law firm nor a certified public 
accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should be construed as legal or accounting advice.  A copy of the 
STA Wealth Management, LLC’s current written disclosure statement discussing our advisory services and fees continues 
to remain available upon request.


